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Good morning 

It is my distinct honor and privilege to welcome you all to the 2nd annual conference of 

the Nigerian Society of Physical Sciences in Collaboration with the Faculty of Pure & 

Applied Science, Kwara State University, Malete, Nigeria, convened under the theme 

"Physical Sciences: Current Trend and Modern Perspective." As the President of NSPS, I 

am truly delighted to see the gathering of brilliant minds, scholars, researchers, and 

professionals who are dedicated to advancing the frontiers of physical sciences. 

Our choice of theme for this conference is deliberate and timely. The landscape of 

physical sciences is ever-evolving, with new trends and perspectives emerging at a pace 

unprecedented in history. This conference provides a platform for us to collectively 

explore, discuss, and dissect these trends that shape the present and future of our 

discipline. 

The world we live in is continuously propelled forward by scientific discoveries and 

technological advancements rooted in the physical sciences. From quantum mechanics to 

materials science, our field plays a pivotal role in unraveling the mysteries of the universe 

and transforming theoretical concepts into tangible innovations that impact our daily 

lives. 

As we navigate the currents of contemporary science, it is essential to reflect on the 

broader implications of our work. The modern perspective we bring to our research has 

implications not only for academia but also for society at large. How can we harness our 

knowledge to address pressing global challenges? How can we ensure that our 

advancements are inclusive and beneficial to all? 

Throughout the course of this conference, I encourage you to engage in robust 

discussions, share your insights, and forge collaborations that transcend disciplinary 



boundaries. The NSPS has always been a community that fosters knowledge exchange 

and camaraderie, and I have no doubt that this tradition will continue to thrive. 

To our distinguished keynote speakers, presenters, and participants – your contributions 

are the lifeblood of this conference. Your dedication to the pursuit of knowledge and the 

betterment of society is commendable, and I am confident that the discussions over the 

next few days will be intellectually stimulating and thought-provoking. 

I would like to express my deepest gratitude to the organizing committee for their tireless 

efforts in putting together this remarkable event. Their commitment to ensuring the 

success of the conference is truly commendable. 

In conclusion, let us approach these days with open minds, receptive to the currents of 

change and the waves of innovation. May the connections we make, the knowledge we 

share, and the discussions we have reverberate beyond these walls, contributing to the 

collective advancement of the physical sciences. 

Thank you, and I wish you all a fruitful and inspiring conference. 

Oladiran Johnson Abimbola, PhD, LNSPS 

President, Nigerian Society of Physical Sciences (NSPS) 


